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What's new in Cloudera Data Warehouse Private Cloud?

This section lists major features and updates for the Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service in CDP Private Cloud.

October 4, 2021
This release of Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Private Cloud introduces the new features and
improvements that are described in this topic.

Experiences Compute Service (ECS) support for Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW)

ECS service creates and manages an embedded Kubernetes deployment for the CDW Experience in your data center.
Cloudera Manager handles the installation and configuration of ECS clusters while you manage and monitor your
ECS clusters. For more information on ECS, see ECS documentation.

Custom Security Context Constraint name in OpenShift environments

CDW provides an option to specify a custom Security Context Constraint (SCC) name while activating an OpenShift
environment. This allows CDW to use 1000 as the UID for the Hive user. The custom SCC is not deleted when you
deactivate or delete the CDW environment.

CDW supports Search and Bind users from multiple LDAP organizational units (OU)

Workload services such as Hue, Impala, and Hive now support LDAP Search Bind authentication with the following
limitations, mostly related to filtering:

• You must specify at least two filter conditions, such as (&(uid={0})(objectClass=person)).
• You must specify at least two group search filter, such as (&(memberUid={0})(objectClass=posixGroup)(gidNum

ber=4001)).
• Hive CLI does not use the specified LDAP filter.
• Hue and Hive can use the User Search base for Group searches as well.
• Hue expects the groups to have 'cn' attribute as the group name attribute.
• Do not specify OU in the LDAP group search or user search. Remove “ou=xyz” from “ou=xyz,dc=cloudera,d

c=com”, so that it reads “dc=cloudera,dc=com”.
• The group filter must be strict and must only return one group.
• Data Analytics Studio (DAS) can be configured only with Simple Bind authentication and uses the LDAP Bind

DN as the Bind pattern.

Changes to supported databases for Hive Metastore on base cluster (Technical Preview)

The Hive Metastore (HMS) on the CDP Private Base cluster supports MariaDB databases in addition to PostgreSQL.
This feature is in Technical Preview and is not ready for production deployment. For more information on database
requirements, see Base cluster database requirements for Cloudera Data Warehouse Private Cloud.

Ability to configure database name for Hue and DAS

You can specify a custom database name for Hue, and DAS during environment activation when creating a default
Database Catalog with external databases, or while creating a non-default Database Catalog. For more information,
see Adding a new Database Catalog.

Note:  If you are using an embedded database, then these fields do not apply.
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DAS is disabled when HMS on the base cluster is configured with a non-PostgreSQL database

DAS supports only PostgreSQL databases. If you have configured your base cluster with a non-PostgreSQL database
and if your Virtual Warehouse is linked to a default Database Catalog, then DAS is not installed on the cluster.

Ability to specify Delegation Username and Password

CDW no longer inherits the delegation user from the LDAP Bind DN. You must specify Delegation Username and
Delegation Password on the Activation Settings page while creating a CDW environment. The delegation user and
password can authenticate users through an LDAP service account. For more information, see Using delegation
username and password.

April 28, 2021
This release of Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Private Cloud introduces the new features and
improvements that are described in this topic.

New features

• Support for Red Hat OpenShift version 4.6
• Low resource hardware requirements mode for OpenShift environments: In this release, you can deploy CDW

Private Cloud using fewer nodes, memory, and processors to get the functional benefits of CDW on Private Cloud.
For details, see Get started with OpenShift low resource mode requirements.

Note:  Cloudera recommends that you use the Low Resource Mode option for proof of concept (POC)
purposes only. This feature is not recommended for production deployment.

• Impala Virtual Warehouses now support ACID reads on ORC tables: Impala Virtual Warehouse users can now
run SQL queries on ORC ACID tables.

• Hive ACID compaction fixes: Multiple stability fixes have been made to increase the efficiency of Hive ACID
compaction operations.

Behavioural changes

• New hardware requirements for standard resource mode: For details, see Get started with OpenShift standard
resource mode requirements
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• Custom service accounts can be used when installing CDP Private Cloud 1.2 with the following limitations and
workarounds:

• Limitation (DWX-6845): Demo data fails to load.
• Limitation (DWX-6954): Only Hue is supported as the SQL editor for both Hive and Impala Virtual

Warehouses.
• Workaround (DWX-5941, DWX-7152): When you use custom service accounts during CDP Private Cloud 1.2

installation, you must add the custom service account users to the HDFS, HBase, and Hadoop SQL services
using the Ranger Admin Web UI in Cloudera Manager:

1. In Cloudera Manager, select  RangerRanger Admin Web UI  to launch the Service Manager page.
2. In the Service Manager page, select the edit icon for HDFS to edit the service:

a. In the Add New Configurations region of the Edit Service page, add the custom HDFS service account
user to the Value listed for the following parameters:

tag.download.auth.users

policy.download.auth.users

Make sure you separate user names with a comma.

For example:

b. Click Save to save your changes and return to the Service Manager page.
3. On the Service Manager page, click the edit icon for HBASE to edit the service:

a. In the Add New Configurations region of the Edit Service page, add the custom HBase service account
user to the following configuration parameters:

policy.grantrevoke.auth.users

tag.download.auth.users

policy.download.auth.users

Separate user names with a comma.

For example:
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b. Click Save to save your changes and return to the Service Manager page.
4. In the Service Manager page, under HBASE, click the cm_hbase link to navigate to the configuration page

for cm_hbase policies:

5. On the cm_hbase Policies page, click the edit icon for the all-table, column-family, column policy and add
the custom HBase service account user to this policy:

6. Click Save to save your changes and navigate back to the Service Manager page.
7. In the Service Manager page, click the edit icon for HADOOP SQL to edit the service:

a. In the Edit Service page, scroll down to the Add New Configurations region and add the custom Impala
and Hive service account users, separating user names with commas, to the following configuration
parameters:

tag.download.auth.users

policy.download.auth.users

policy.grantrevoke.auth.users
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b. To the policy.download.auth.users also add {USER}, separating user names with commas, to configure
access to your SQL editor.

c. Click Save to save your changes.

December 16, 2020
This release of Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Private Cloud introduces the new features and
improvements that are described in this topic.

This release of CDW Private Cloud contains the following features:

• Support for Red Hat OpenShift version 4.5.
• Support for OpenLDAP in addition to Microsoft Active Directory LDAP.
• CDW endpoints on OpenShift clusters are now secured with TLS.

Tip:  If you copied a URL to configure a connection in CDW Private Cloud 1.0, you must re-copy
the new TLS-enabled URL in CDW Private Cloud 1.1. For example, you might have copied a URL to
configure a connection in Data Analytics Studio, Hue, the JDBC URL, or a URL to connect with Impala
shell. For information about managing Virtual Warehouse endpoints see, SSL-enabled client endpoints.
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• Alerts have been added for the CDW service in the Management Console Dashboard to monitor the service health
in terms of resource usage, network/security issues, and pod issues:

1. Navigate to  Management ConsoleDashboardData Warehouse , and click the arrow adjacent to the alert to
expand it:

2. After expanding the alert, there are multiple options for troubleshooting. For example, in this KubeJobFailed
alert for Data Warehouse, you can review the event in RedHat OpenShift Console, select the diagnostic bundle
link to download logs, or click View More Details to launch the Grafana dashboard for this issue:
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August 17, 2020
This release of Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on CDP Private Cloud introduces the new features and
improvements that are described in this topic.

This is the first release of CDW service Private Cloud. It contains the following features:

• "Noisy neighbor" prevention achieved through workload isolation.
• Hive and Impala Virtual Warehouses with concurrency, auto-scaling, and auto-suspend features.
• Data Analytics Studio (DAS) and Hue SQL to support querying and analysis.
• On-premises LDAP integration and SSL with PostgreSQL.
• Grafana monitoring dashboards for Hive and Impala.
• Diagnostics and log collection.
• Separate compute and storage on-premises.
• Improved CPU and memory utilization across the data warehousing apps.
• A central console from which you can secure and govern your data across data warehouses.

For an overview of CDW service Private Cloud and how to get started with CDW Private Cloud see Private cloud
support and Getting Started with OpenShift requirements.

Known issues and limitations in Cloudera Data
Warehouse Private Cloud

This section lists known issues and limitations that you might run into while using the Cloudera Data Warehouse
(CDW) service in CDP Private Cloud.

General known issues
This topic describes the general platform-wide known issues for Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) Private Cloud.
DWX-8525 and DWX-8526: CDW does not support upgrades from CDW 1.2 to 1.3.1

Problem: You may encounter issues while creating a new Virtual Warehouse on an existing
Database Catalog (version 1.2) in an environment that is upgraded from 1.2 to 1.3.1.

Workaround: The existing Virtual Warehouses will continue to operate. But if you want to create a
new Virtual Warehouse, then you must reactivate the CDW environment after upgrading the base
cluster from 1.2 to 1.3.1.

DWX-8517: Default Database Catalogs fail to start on ECS cluster with MySQL database

Problem: CDW does not support MySQL as a database for HMS on the base cluster.

Workaround: None.

DWX-8510: Unable to enforce group Ranger policy for CDW services

Problem: The CDW services cannot enforce group Ranger policies, which means that group based
access control is not enforced currently.

Workaround: Use user policies instead.

DWX-8502: HMS health check does not check port 9083

Problem: The HMS health check script does not check the health of its service port 9083 and may
provide incorrect health status.

Workaround: None.

DWX-6736: Ranger KMS on the CDP base cluster not supported

Problem: Queries fail on Hive Virtual Warehouses if the CDP Base cluster contains Ranger KMS.
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Workaround: None available.

DOCS-7431: LDAP limitations in CDW Private Cloud Virtual Warehouses

Problem: CDW Private Cloud workloads in Hive, Impala, Hue, and Data Analytics Studio (DAS)
use simple bind authentication without filters. However, Management Console control plane uses
search bind.

Workaround: CDW Workloads use the LDAP Bind User field as the user bind pattern after
replacing the user name with the pattern string. The workload users should be under the same sub-
tree as the LDAP bind user.

DWX-5496: If Cloudera Manager truststore or the external database/vault is updated, CDW
environment activation fails

Problem: If you have activated environments in CDW Private Cloud 1.1 and you update the
Cloudera Manager truststore or the external database/vault truststore, you must update all of your
CDW Private Cloud components else environment activation fails in CDW Private Cloud 1.1.

For example, you might perform truststore updates for the following use cases:

• To rotate the database certificate.
• To add a new CA certificate for a secure connection to an external vault.
• To rotate the Cloudera Manager certificate.

For information about these tasks, see Updating TLS certificates in the Management Console
documentation set.

Workaround: If any of these scenarios apply to your deployment, perform the following steps to
make sure you can activate CDW environments for Database Catalogs and Virtual Warehouses in
CDW Private Cloud 1.1:

1. In CDW Private Cloud 1.1, delete or remove all existing Virtual Warehouses.
2. Back up all the corresponding metadata or DDL to ensure you can recreate the objects contained

in your Database Catalogs. Also back up your table data.

Important:  Backup of corresponding metadata or DDL is mandatory for custom
Database Catalogs, and it is also recommended for the default Database Catalog.

3. Delete or remove all existing Database Catalogs except the default Database Catalogs.
4. Deactivate the environment in CDW. To deactivate an environment, navigate to the environment

tile and click the deactivate icon . Follow the prompts to deactivate the environment.
5. Update the certificate in the Management Console UI.
6. In the CDW UI, reactivate the environment.
7. Recreate the non-default Database Catalogs.
8. Recreate the Virtual Warehouses.

After you perform these steps, you can use your Virtual Warehouses in CDW Private Cloud 1.1
with the updated truststore. For more information about managing SSL-enabled client endpoints in
CDW Private Cloud, see SSL-enabled client endpoints.

DWX-5091: SSL-enabled PostgreSQL database required for Hive Metastore on the CDP base cluster on
the Cloudera Manager side

If you are using PostgreSQL database for the Hive Metastore on the base cluster, then it must meet
the following requirements::

• SSL-enabled.
• Uses the same keystore containing an embedded certificate as Ranger and Atlas uses.

Note:  MariaDB does not support SSL on the base CDP cluster.
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To use the same keystore with embedded certificate for Ranger and Atlas:

• If you are using Auto-TLS:

In the Management Console Administration page, navigate to  SecurityEnable Auto-TLS  and
add the certificate name (for example, /path/to/postgres.pem) in the Trusted CA Certificate
option.

• If you are not using Auto-TLS:

Ensure that the public certificate of the certificate authority (CA) that signed the Hive metastore
database's certificate is present in Cloudera Manager's JKS truststore. If the certificate is self-
signed, import that certificate into Cloudera Manager's JKS truststore: In the Management
Console Administration page, find the path to Cloudera Manager's JKS truststore by navigating
to  AdministrationSettingsSecurityCloudera Manager TLS/SSL Client Trust Store File . Import
the CA's certificate into that JKS file.

To add the certificate name to an existing or a new JKS file, use the following keytool
command, which uses the same example certificate name:

keytool -import -alias postgres -file /path/to/postgres.pem -storetype JKS    -keystore /path/to/c
m.jks

Where /path/to/cm.jks is the JKS file that is configured by Cloudera Manager.

This ensures that the file specified for Cloudera Manager TLS/SSL Client Trust Store File is
passed to Management Console and workloads.

Note:  If you have a JRE11 keystore you must convert it to a JRE8 keystore using
the following keytool command:

keytool -importkeystore -srckeystore
             <path-to-my-pfx-file.pfx> -srcstoretype 
pkcs12 -srcstorepass
                <***password***>  -destkeystore
                <path-to-client-certificate.jks> -d
eststoretype JKS
                -deststorepass <***password***>

Known issues on OpenShift cluster environments
This topic describes the OpenShift cluster environment known issues for Cloudera Data Warehouse Private Cloud.
DWX-4723: HTTP 504 Gateway timeout error returned when you delete an environment

Problem: When a CDW Private Cloud environment is deleted in the CDW Private Cloud UI, an
HTTP 504 Gateway timeout error can be returned.

Workaround: Using the OpenShift CLI, increase the route timeout to 60s on the OpenShift cluster:

oc annotate route <route-name> --overwrite haproxy.router.openshi
ft.io/timeout=60s

For more information about setting this timeout, see the OpenShift documentation.

Known issues in Database Catalogs
This topic describes the Database Catalog known issues for Cloudera Data Warehouse Private Cloud.
DWX-4534: Default Database Catalog fails to start when Hive metastore on base cluster does not use
PostgreSQL database
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In CDW Private Cloud version 1.1, you must use a PostgreSQL database for your Hive metastore
on the base cluster. For more information, see Base cluster database requirements for CDW Private
Cloud.

DWX-5247: Database Catalog managed tables location points to incorrect directory

Problem: Default Database Catalogs that are created with the CDW Private Cloud UI point to an
incorrect directory location for managed tables.

Workaround: To correct this, perform the following steps:

1. Using Data Analytics Studio (DAS), run a DESCRIBE statement to check the default database
MANAGEDLOCATION setting:

DESCRIBE database default;

DB_NAME   COMMENT                 LOCATION                    
       MANAGEDLOCATION                 more…
default   Default Hive database   hdfs://ns1/warehouse/dwx- m
ore...  hdfs://ns1/user/hive/warehouse  more…
               

Note the HDFS URL because you will need it to correct the setting in Step 3.
2. Still using DAS, run the following query to get the correct path for the default database:

SET hive.metastore.warehouse.dir;

Result:
hive.metastore.warehouse.dir=/warehouse/dwx-impala7b096/wareh
ouse-1597085504-cv4b/warehouse/tablespace/managed/hive

Note that this path does not include the HDFS URL that you obtained in Step 1.
3. A user with ALTER privileges on the default database sets the database's MANAGEDLOCAT

ION using the following elements from previous steps:

• HDFS URL from Step 1: hdfs://ns1…
• Results returned by the SET statement used in Step 2: …/warehouse/dwx-impala7b096/ware

house-1597085504-c4b/warehouse/tablespace/managed/hive

ALTER DATABASE default SET MANAGEDLOCATION 'hdfs://ns1/wareh
ouse/dwx-impala7b096/warehouse-1597085504-cv4b/warehouse/tab
lespace/managed/hive';

Known issues in Hive Virtual Warehouses
This topic describes the Hive Virtual Warehouse known issues for Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) Private Cloud.
DWX-8540: Concurrent Hive queries fail on an air-gapped cluster

Problem: Concurrent Hive queries may fail on an air-gapped cluster with the following exception:
“RuntimeException: java.io.IOException: Could not start    Sequence Counter” due to Kerberos
authentication failure.

Workaround: None.

DWX-8524: Hive queries on sys.db tables may fail

Problem: When you run queries on the sys.db table from Data Analytics Studio, you may see the
following error: “Cannot create PoolableConnectionFactory (Could not    open SSL root certificate
 file /mnt/config/current/hms-root.crt.)” on a default Database Catalog using PostgreSQL database.
This happens because PostgreSQL requires SSL. This issue does not occur on Database Catalogs
using MariaDB.
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Workaround: None.

DWX-8500: Toggling the auto-suspend option restarts all the pods on Hive Virtual Warehouses

Problem: Both Database Catalog and service pods restart when you enable or disable the auto-
suspend button for Hive Virtual Warehouses, instead of restarting only the Database Catalog pods.

Workaround: None.

DWX-7625: Hive queries fail with a “KubernetesClientException” error when services become idle

Problem: By default, a Virtual Warehouse is set to auto-suspend itself to release resources when
there are no workloads running. You may see the following error in the HiveServer2 logs after you
run a Hive query when the Virtual Warehouse is in an idle state: “message": "Error while compilin
g statement: FAILED: Hive Internal Error:    org.apache.hadoop.hive.ql.metadata.HiveException(E
rror while invoking PreHook. hooks:    io.fabric8.kubernetes.client.KubernetesClientException”.

Workaround: Restart the Virtual Warehouse by clicking Start. Alternatively, you can recreate the
Hive Virtual Warehouse with the auto-suspend option disabled.

DWX-7574: Queries fail in Hive Virtual Warehouse with a RuntimeException error

Problem: Hive queries that you run from Hue and Data Analytics Studio (DAS) may fail with the
following exception: “Error while compiling statement: FAILED:    RuntimeException Unable
 to instantiate    org.apache.hadoop.hive.ql.metadata.SessionHiveMetaStoreClient'' because Hive
cannot renew Kerberos tickets due to a known bug.

Workaround: As an immediate solution, restart the Virtual Warehouse by clicking Start. For a
longer term fix, you can do the following:

• Increase the value of the max_life property in the /etc/krb5kdc.conf configuration file on the
base cluster Kerberos Distribution Center (KDC) server before activating the environment and
then restart the KDC server.

• Increase the value of the ticket_lifetime property to 7 days on the /etc/krb5.conf client config
present on each host. The default ticket lifetime is 24 hours. Make sure that the Kerberos ticket
lifetime is greater than the renewal time. For example:

[libdefaults]
    ticket_lifetime = 1440m
    renew_lifetime = 100m

These configurations are propagated at the environment level when the Kubernetes pod is started.

DWX-6234: WAIT TIME seconds cannot be set to "0" in the Hive Virtual Warehouse UI

Problem: The slider that can be used to set WAIT TIME in the Hive Virtual Warehouse UI displays
a range from 0 to 1000, but if you set it to 0, the UI automatically changes it to 60.

Workaround: None.

DWX-6163: SHOW TABLES command does not produce a list of tables that are owned by the current
user

Problem: When you run the SHOW TABLES command against a Hive Virtual Warehouse, tables
are only returned if you have explicit read or read/write access to the table, or if you belong to a
group that has read or read/write access. If you only have access to the tables because you are the
owner of the objects, you can query the table content, but the table names do not appear in the
SHOW TABLES command output.

Workaround: Add the owner of the database or the tables as a user with read or read/write access to
the tables directly.

DWX-4703: Using UDFs and custom JARs are not supported

Problem: In the 1.1 release of Cloudera Data Warehouse Private Cloud, using UDFs and custom
JARs are not supported on Hive Virtual Warehouses.

Workaround: None.
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DWX-4842: Entities are not being created in Atlas

Problem: Base clusters that are using Java 11 might be using truststores in PKCS12 format.
Currently, Hive Virtual Warehouses on CDW Private Cloud only supports truststores in JKS format.
This prevents the entities from being created in Atlas.

Workaround: Using the keytool, convert the PKCS12 truststore in the base cluster to a JKS
truststore.

Known issues in Impala Virtual Warehouses
This topic describes the Impala Virtual Warehouse known issues for Cloudera Data Warehouse Private Cloud.
DWX-8487: Certain predicates involving analytic function may produce wrong result

Problem: Impala returns incorrect results for queries with specific types of predicates on analytic
functions. The following example illustrates the issue:

SELECT * FROM (SELECT a, MAX(b) OVER (...) as max_b FROM ..) t
   WHERE a = max_b

Here, the WHERE clause must reference analytic function on one side of the comparison operator
and a column (not a constant literal) on the other side.

Workaround: None.

DWX-8446: The “Collect Diagnostic Bundles” option for Impala Virtual Warehouses does not work on
ECS clusters

Problem: When you click the Collect Diagnostic Bundles option from the Impala Virtual
Warehouse drop-down menu on an ECS cluster, the diagnostic bundles are not generated.

Workaround: None.

Known issues in Hue
This topic describes the Hue known issues for Cloudera Data Warehouse Private Cloud.
DWX-8026: Hue cannot connect to the Impala daemon on OpenShift and ECS clusters

Problem: You may see “TTransportException” error messages when you log in to Hue because the
Impala-authorized proxy user is incorrectly configured in Hue.

Workaround: Update the Impala Virtual Warehouse’s StatefulSet as follows:

1. SSH into the Kubernetes cluster.
2. Edit StatefulSet as follows:

kubectl edit statefulset coordinator -n [***VIRTUAL-WAREHOUSE-
ID***]

3. Search for the following string:

-set authorized_proxy_user_conf=$AUTH_USER \

4. Change the string to the following:

-set authorized_proxy_user_config=$AUTH_USER=* \

5. Save the changes.

Kubernetes automatically restarts the coordinator pod.
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